
No Plumbing Required 
Portable Safety Solutions you can depend on from Bradley

DON’T COMPROMISE SAFETY. Certified to ANSI 

Z358.1, Bradley’s Gravity-fed Eyewashes and Portable 

Pressurized Tanks make it easy to keep safety close by.

Safety Industrial Solutions. Brought to Life.



Bradley’s Portable Safety Solutions provide ANSI-required tepid  
water where you need them – no plumbed water 48 required.

On-Site® Gravity-Fed Eyewash

Lightweight, versatile and made of impact-resistant plastic, 

Bradley’s patented On-Site® gravity-fed eyewash uses just 7 

gallons (26.5 liters) of water to provide an ANSI-compliant full 

15-minute flush. ANSI recommends eyewash stations be within 

10 seconds or 55 feet (17 meters) from a potential hazard. 

On-Site’s small footprint allows for placement close by. 

 y Clear tank for easy inspection at a glance

 y Highly visible safety yellow color easy to see in an emergency

 y Exclusive patented vandal-resistant design 

 y Mount on wall, work surface or on optional waste cart  

that stores up to 56 gallons (212 liters) of waste solution

 y Easy to maintain

 y ANSI Z358.1 compliant

Portable Pressurized Tanks

Versatile, corrosion-resistant stainless steel portable tanks provide 

a full 15-minute flush in remote or non-plumbed locations.

 y Eyewash, Eyewash with Drench Hose

 y Available in 5-, 10-, and 15-Gallon (19-, 38-, and 57-liters) Units

 y 10 & 15 gallon (38 and 57 liters) tanks comply with  

ANSI Z358.1 when used exclusively as an eyewash 

 y Heated models: jacket prevents freezing down to -10°F (-23°C)

 y Built-in carrying handles with flow control sprayhead  

assemblies for safe, steady water flow

 y 5 gallon (19 liter) tanks comply with ANSI Z358.1 

as a supplemental eyewash only

Model S19-399 Model S19-921H

Model S19-921

U.S. Patents: #D438,983; #6,296,626

Model S19-672, Model S19-788, Model S19-690LHS
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Safety Industrial Solutions. Brought to Life. 
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